SWACHHTA PAKHWADA

i. One day seminar on Swachhta pakhwada by Dr. Sreedhar, Associate Professor, Guntur Medical College and Dr. Rayapati Mamatha, COO RAMESH Hospitals Guntur on first day

ii. Cleaning of class rooms by the respective class students

iii. Cleaning of department laboratories by respective department NSS volunteers.

iv. **Cleaning of library:**
   Civil department NSS volunteers - Mr. Subba Reddy VVIT NSS CIVIL coordinator.
   **Cleaning of open air auditorium:**
   ECE department NSS volunteers - Mr. Vijay Kumar, VVIT NSS ECE coordinator.
   **Cleaning of play grounds:**
   CSE & IT department NSS volunteers - Mr. Koteswara rao, VVIT NSS CSE coordinator.
   -Mr. Arun Kumar, VVIT NSS IT coordinator

Cleaning of Lawns:
By EEE NSS volunteers –

Cleaning of Roads:
By MECHANICAL NSS volunteers – Mr. Naga Babu, VVIT NSS MECHANICAL coordinator.

v. NSS activity by first year NSS volunteers at Gollamudi village and Numburu

vi. NSS program at Guntur RTC bus stand about SWACHHTA.

It is fortnight program conducted by VVIT NSS team inside the campus, Nambur, Gollamudi and Guntur.
1. ONE DAY SEMINAR on SWACHHTA by Dr. Rayapati Mamatha and Dr Sreedhar

2. Competition among the students about Swachhta
SWACHHTA OATH

I take this pledge that I will remain committed towards cleanliness and devote time for this.

I will devote 100 hours per year, that is two hours per week, to voluntarily work for cleanliness.

I will neither litter nor let others litter.

I will initiate the quest for cleanliness with myself, my family, my locality, my village and my work place.

I believe that the countries of the world that appear clean are so because their citizens don’t indulge in littering nor do they allow it to happen.

With this firm belief, I will propagate the message of Swachh Bharat Mission in villages and towns.

I will encourage 100 other persons to take this pledge which I am taking today.

I will endeavour to make them devote their 100 hours for cleanliness.

I am confident that every step I take towards cleanliness will help in my country clean.
Sample photos of Class rooms cleaning:
After the program the photo of class rooms

Sample photos of Cleaning Laboratories:
Sample photos of Cleaning the Library:
After cleaning

Sample photos of Cleaning Toilets:
Sample photos of cleaning auditoriums:
After cleaning the auditorium

Sample photos of cleaning Playgrounds:
Sample Photos of Cleaning the Lawns:
Sample Photos of Cleaning of Roads:
Sample Photos of Door to Door campaigning:
Distribution of Literature collected from Ramesh Hospitals:

Photos of cleaning Community Centers
Photos of Cleaning of Historical Places
(Gollamudi lake)
Photos at Rehabilitation Centre (NTR Stadium, Guntur):

(Participated in GMC 5K Run)
Sample photos of Rally in the village

(Gollamudi and Nambur)
PRESS